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Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free
shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 14 hrs and 15 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Metra Radio Wirin Brand: Metra Electronics. Product
Packaging: Standard Packaging. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three
to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who bought this item also bought. Page 1
of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Metra Mitsubishi Amp Integration Harness. Metra Radio Wiring Harness for 07
Mitsubishi. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Item
Weight Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. We have a Mitsubishi
Galant with the Infinity sound system. Not knowing much about the wiring in our car, we went to
the local shop and picked up what we thought was the correct wiring harness for our vehicle.
Turns out after we wired everything into place that there was no sound. We needed something
to plug into the amplifier we didn't even know we had. So i started the google search. I figured it
had something to do with the large round plug we had taken off the old radio - even though the
salesman who sold us the first harness said we could just ignore that plug and it wasn't
necessary. After some google searches i realized that our car has the Infinity sound system
original to the car and that means we have an amplifier found under the passenger seat. I also
found this Metra Wiring Harness and saw the good reviews. For the price i was willing to give it
a shot. Once the harness arrived. It only took us about 15 minutes to wire it up and get the radio
fully installed, working just as it should. This harness is perfect!! Just a quick note. If you do
have this system and you haven't yet purchased your receiver, do yourself a favor and make
sure the one you buy has 4 pre-outs for an amp and not just 2. This way you will have a hole for
each of the plugs from the amplifier White, Grey, Green, Purple. Then plug the Y connectors into
the amp-preouts in the back of your receiver. You will only be able to control the balance from
left to right, and no control of the fade front to back if you setup this way, but it works. If you get
a receiver with 4 pre-outs then you will retain full control of your balance and fade. Just my 2
cents. Hope i can save someone else from all the figuring out we had to do for an installation
that should have been really simple. Would not buy again. I decided to splice everything
manually. My Mitsubishi galant with Infinity sound did not have that black circular connector. I
had to manually strip the wires and connect to the connector that I had. It worked in the end but
not very ideal. This product description should have said something about this issue of
connector incompatibility. This worked perfectly This worked perfectly to add a new double din
head unit to my car. My car needed a special harness for the audio and amplifier connection. Of
course this was because i had the stock amp. I could easily install a new amp and speakers in
my car, but this harness saves a ton of money if you do not want to redo everything. The wiring
was easy to follow on the packet which all you have to do is match the colors with the receiver
colors. I did come across a little problem with the amplifier cord. My receiver needed to plug the
antenna cord to this blue cord which also connected the amp cord from my receiver. So i had to
connect 2 wires from my receiver to this harness cord. As well, don't be deceived by the female
holes on the cable for the audio. The male pins are circular but on the female end its like flat pin
head holes. These still connect because there is a hold within the flat pin hole. Kinda caught me
off guard when trying to connect the 2 cables. Overall, very happy with this product, and i would
recommend it to others who have stock amp and cables for any car. I can't even imagine
dealing with all the hassle of having the Infinity system and having to rewire my whole speakers
when you want to install a new deck. Thanks Metra for making this harness. It's really easy and
straightforward, and actually makes it's 10x easier to install than most standard wire harnesses.
One person found this helpful. Got this to hook up an aftermarket head unit with the stock
infinity amp of a Mitsubishi Eclipse. There's just one big problem though, it doesn't turn on the
amp. If I wiggle it just right at the end that goes into the barrel connector it will connect and turn
the amp on, but the amp will put out this horrible whining noise. If I wiggle it a little more I can

get the amp to go on with no noise and it works, for about 3 seconds, after which I have to do
more wiggling. Aside from that, everything else connects up fine and worked. In the brief
periods where I could get the amp to turn on, all speakers worked, sounded good, etc. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. No issues. If I needed another I'd get it through here.
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Wish List Add to Compare. Expert Knowledge Talk to a specialist. For - Dodge and Mitsubishi
vehicles Used to install an aftermarket car stereo without cutting stock connections Designed
for vehicles with Infinity premium audio systems and factory amplifier Uses RCA level outputs
for connection to factory Infinity amplifier. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the
beginning of the images gallery. Customer Reviews. Write Your Own Review. Durability 1 star 2
stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Install 5 star for easy 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars. Price 1
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also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Perfect on my Mitsubishi Lancer CS6 2. Metra products are excellent. I recommend
them. It's a reverse harness, good for fitting a different factory radio into a different factory car. I
bought this thinking it fit into the harness in my vehicle guess I should have paid attention to
the word reverse. This fits a mitsubishi radio not the vehicle. Otherwise it is well made so I gave
it 4 stars for that. Connector seems fine, I ordered this one by mistake, I wanted the female end
for installing a aftermarket radio and ordered this instead by accident and this is the original
wire harness already In the car. As advertised. Item came as described. See all reviews. More to
consider from our brands. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
mitsubishi montero , mitsubishi sport , dodge radio , chrysler radio , sport radios , oem
replacement car radio. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
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Mitsubishi Amp Integration Harness is back in stock or available for preorder. Javascript is
disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or upgrade to a
JavaScript-capable browser. Metra Part Bulk Pricing. Get Notified When Available. Name Last
name. Email Address required. Subscribe to marketing emails. Overview Metra Mitsubishi Amp
Integration Harness This innovative product for car radio installations allows the installer to
wire an aftermarket radio into a car without cutting and splicing the factory radio harness. Color
Code. Features a high impact, OEM quality, ABS plastic molded connector for the perfect fit,
while the new GXL wire provides more flexibility, power handling and heat resistance. The
precision hand assembled terminals are pressure-inserted into the plug making it virtually
impossible to pull a wire out. All top quality design features. A handy chart on the back of the

package allows you to easily make all of the radio's wire connections.

